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ABSTRACT

The role of vertical mesh spacing in the convergence of full-physics global atmospheric model solutions is

examined for synoptic, mesoscale, and convective-scale horizontal resolutions. Using theMPAS-Atmosphere

model, convergence is evaluated for three solution metrics: the horizontal kinetic energy spectrum, the

Richardson number probability density function, and resolved flow features. All three metrics exhibit con-

vergence in the free atmosphere for a 15-km horizontal mesh when the vertical grid spacing is less than or

equal to 200m. Nonconvergence is accompanied by noise, spurious structures, reduced levels of mesoscale

kinetic energy, and reduced Richardson number peak frequencies. Coarser horizontal mesh solutions con-

verge in a similar manner but contain much less noise than the 15-km solutions for coarse vertical resolution.

For convective-scale resolution simulations with 3-km cell spacing on a variable-resolution mesh, solution

convergence is almost attained with a vertical mesh spacing of 200m. The boundary layer scheme is the

dominant source of vertical filtering in the free atmosphere. Although the increased vertical mixing at coarser

vertical mesh spacing depresses the kinetic energy spectra and Richardson number convergence, it does not

produce sufficient dissipation to effectively halt scale collapse. These results confirm and extend the results

from a number of previous studies, and further emphasize the sensitivity of the energetics to the vertical

mixing formulations in the model.

1. Introduction

Over the last 50 years, horizontal mesh spacing in

global numerical weather prediction (NWP) and climate

model configurations has decreased by much more than

an order of magnitude. For example, Lindzen and Fox-

Rabinovitz (1989, their Fig. 1) show that global model

configurations in the 1970s used 1.58 to158mesh spacing

compared with the 1/108 spacing used in many opera-

tional global NWP configurations today. Vertical mesh

spacing in these configurations, however, has increased

by much less than an order of magnitude, from a few

kilometers in the 1970s and 1980s [see Lindzen and Fox-

Rabinovitz (1989), their Figs. 1 and 2] to a typical value

of 0.5 km in the free troposphere today. Convection-

permitting NWP model configurations use horizontal

mesh spacing almost an order of magnitude smaller than

their global counterparts, yet the configurations have

very similar vertical grid spacing. While there have been

some studies addressing the question of appropriate

vertical mesh spacing for a given horizontal mesh spac-

ing, there is neither a consensus answer nor a common

approach to framing the question, particularly for NWP

and climate atmospheric model applications.

In this paper we use global NWP model simulation

results to examine solution convergence as a function of

vertical resolution. This study is motivated in part by the

understanding that the cost of horizontal resolution

scales approximately as the inverse of the horizontal

mesh spacing to the third power [i.e., cost;Dx23], given

the need to decrease the time step proportional to the

decrease in the horizontal mesh spacing. The cost of

vertical resolution, however, scales as Dz21, or at worst

Dz22 if the time step must be decreased to maintain

stability. If solution accuracy in existing model config-

urations is limited by the vertical resolution, then it may

be optimal to increase the vertical resolution before

increasing the horizontal resolution given the cost dif-

ferential. Perhaps more importantly, insufficient vertical

resolution in model configurations can have deleteriousCorresponding author: William C. Skamarock, skamaroc@ucar.edu
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effects, for example where solutions exhibit spurious but

seemingly resolved flow structures and/or poorly resolved

structures at the grid scale (noise).

One of the earliest studies that examined the question

of appropriate vertical mesh spacing for a given hori-

zontal mesh spacing was that of Lindzen and Fox-

Rabinovitz (1989). Using quasigeostrophic theory,

they postulated that

Dz’ (f /N)Dx , (1)

which in general terms can be interpreted as requiring

the mesh-spacing ratio Dz/Dx to be approximately the

ratio of the scale height of the atmosphere to the Rossby

radius. Lindzen and Fox-Rabinovitz (1989) noted that

global models of the day were vertically underresolved

in the midlatitudes based on this analysis, although they

did not show results concerning the consequences of this

underresolution.

Around the same time Pecnick and Keyser (1989)

presented results from idealized simulations of 2D

frontogenesis that led them to relate the required

resolution ratio to the frontal slope:

Dz#Dz
opt

5m
slope

Dx , (2)

where the frontal slope mslope in their simulations was

approximately 5 3 1023. The use of insufficient vertical

resolution based on (2) results in the appearance of

spurious gravity waves in the vicinity of the fronts.

Similar results regarding spurious waves have been

addressed in subsequent in studies, including those by

Persson andWarner (1991), Snyder et al. (1993), Lean

and Clark (2003), Iga et al. (2007). Given that the ratio

of the atmospheric scale height and the Rossby radius

is itself an estimate of the frontal slope, the estimates

of the mesh spacing ratio Dz/Dx given by (1) and

(2) are similar, ranging between approximately 1/100

and 1/200.

The dynamical arguments used to justify resolution

ratios in the midlatitudes do not extend to the tropics.

Lindzen and Fox-Rabinovitz (1989) examined gravity

wave dynamics to address resolution requirements here,

and they suggest that the most severe constraints on

vertical resolution will appear at critical layers where a

gravity wave’s vertical wavelengthwill collapse. Lindzen

and Fox-Rabinovitz (1989) invoke dissipation to pre-

vent this collapse and suggest that the necessary reso-

lution could be estimated by

Dz’ (s
i
/N)Dx , (3)

where the damping rate si5 t
21 the damping time scale.

Damping halts the vertical scale collapse occurring as

waves approach a critical layer. Using second-order

vertical mixing leads to the relation between the verti-

cal eddy viscosity and the damping time scale, si 5

(n/Dz2). They estimate that a value of n 5 100m2 s21

would be consistent with coarse-mesh models having

(Dx ; 100km), a damping time scale of a few hours

and a vertical mesh of a kilometer or less, but they also

recognize that this eddy viscosity is much larger than

diagnosed and used in most parameterizations of

vertical mixing in the free atmosphere. The relevance

of this gravity wave critical-layer result to vertical

resolution requirements is not obvious, but it does

raise the question of the role of atmospheric model

dissipative processes in preventing vertical scale col-

lapse. We will return to this issue in the discussion of

our results.

Waite (2016) and Cullen (2017) suggest that, in addi-

tion to the QG-based requirement in (1), the buoyancy

scale limits the vertical mesh spacing:

Dz � L
b
5 2pU/N . (4)

The term Lb describes the thickness of vertical shear

layers arising in stratified turbulence and typical at-

mospheric values for Lb range from a few hundred

meters to a kilometer (Waite 2016; Waite and Bartello

2004; Billant and Chomaz 2001). Waite (2016) used

idealized turbulence simulations where vertical mesh

spacings less than 200m were needed to resolve the

shear layers. The relevance of these idealized simula-

tions to Earth’s atmosphere is, however, somewhat

uncertain given the very shallow slope of the mesoscale

kinetic energy spectrum produced in the simulations.

In a different study, Cullen (2017), using forecasts from

the global Met Office model, produce similar estimates

of the required vertical mesh spacing while acknowl-

edging that the 40-km horizontal mesh spacing used in

his simulations does not resolve the mesoscale. Waite

(2016) also suggested that the vertical resolution con-

straint may transition from (1) to (4) when the Rossby

number exceeds O(1), as found in rotating-stratified

turbulence simulations (Lindborg 2005; Waite and

Bartello 2006).

When inertia–gravity waves account for a significant

portion of the flow, they can impose additional re-

quirements on the vertical resolution. The required Dz

for inertia–gravity waves has received little attention in

the literature, though Watanabe et al. (2015) visually

examine inertia–gravity waves in the stratosphere in

their simulations and find that 200–300-m vertical mesh

spacing is needed before the waves appear resolved.

A more general result follows from the f-plane disper-

sion relation for these waves, which implies that the ratio
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of the vertical wavenumber m to the horizontal wave-

number k satisfies

m2/k2
5 (N2/f 2)(~v2/f 2 2 1)21 , (5)

where ~v is the wave’s intrinsic frequency. For a given

k, the required resolution then depends on the ~v that

characterizes the wave field. Waves with ~v5
ffiffiffi

2
p

f have

m/k 5 N/f and thus broadly the same resolution re-

quirements as QG flows, namely Dz/Dx ’ f/N. As

~v decreases toward the local inertial frequency f, how-

ever, m becomes large, and the vertical scale and nec-

essary Dz approach zero.

Whether these resolution requirements are relevant

then depends on the importance, or not, of inertia–

gravity waves in the flow. Inertia–gravity waves have

been frequently observed in the stratosphere and up-

per troposphere, using a variety of measurements (e.g.,

Sato et al. 1997; Vaughan and Worthington 2007; Guest

et al. 2000; Wang and Alexander 2010). In particular,

intrinsic-frequency spectra for horizontal velocities in

the stratosphere, which can be computed from the quasi-

Lagrangianmeasurements provided by constant-pressure

balloons, reveal a near-inertial peak (Hertzog et al. 2002).

Model simulations also reveal inertia–gravity waves in

the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere (e.g., Sato

et al. 1999; Plougonven and Snyder 2007) and point to

a role for inertia–gravity waves in determining the me-

soscale kinetic energy spectrum (Waite and Snyder

2009; Burgess et al. 2013)

While most studies examining vertical resolution have

only qualitatively examined simulation results, some

studies have taken a more systematic approach. For

example, Waite (2016) examines the convergence of the

kinetic energy (KE) spectrum to quantitatively address

vertical resolution requirements and to examine certain

questions regarding model filter configurations. Cullen

(2017) examines the convergence of model-estimated

Froude numbers as a function of vertical resolution

in the context of the role of stratified turbulence in

controlling the resolution requirements. A few other

studies, such as Brune and Becker (2013) and Waite

and Snyder (2013), have looked at KE spectra while

changing the vertical resolution but did not demon-

strate spectra convergence. From a numerical analysis

viewpoint, vertical resolution requirements can be cast

as requirements for convergence of selected solution

norms. The KE spectrum is an important norm be-

cause it measures the atmospheric flow energetics as

a function of horizontal length scale, and its behav-

ior (i.e., the slope of the spectrum as a function of

horizontal wavenumber or wavelength) is tied to spe-

cific distinct dynamical regimes in atmospheric flow.

Of equal importance, the general character of the KE

spectra has been observationally documented (Nastrom

and Gage 1985; Lindborg 1999), and reproduced in at-

mospheric model simulations (e.g., Skamarock 2004;

Hamilton et al. 2008).

In this paper we use the Model for Prediction

Across Scales (MPAS; Skamarock et al. 2012) and its

full-physics atmospheric global forecasts to examine

the effect of vertical resolution on the convergence of

the simulated KE spectrum and to examine the sim-

ulated atmospheric-flow structures and their conver-

gence through the different vertical mesh spacings.

We are not seeking a converged solution to the contin-

uous fluid-flow equations in this study, rather we are

seeking a converged discrete solution to a discrete at-

mospheric model where everything is held fixed ex-

cept for the vertical mesh spacing. Importantly in

these MPAS configurations, we hold fixed the horizon-

tal mesh, the horizontal filters, and all the physics that do

not depend on the vertical mesh spacing. In section 2 we

describe the model and experimental design. We em-

ploy horizontal resolution consistent with current-day

global operational NWP mesh spacing (15-km cell

spacing); this configuration resolves some of the meso-

scale regime in the atmosphere. In section 3 we ex-

amine the KE spectra produced in the simulations and

we look at the flow structures in well-resolved and

poorly resolved configurations. We see a consistent

picture of the convergence of the KE spectrum and

the flow structures. In section 4 we consider the role

of model filters in limiting scale collapse in the simu-

lations. Consistent with other studies, we find that

vertical mixing (identified by Waite 2016) plays an

important role in solution convergence. We begin to

explore vertical resolution requirements when hori-

zontal mesh spacing is extended to convection-

permitting resolutions in section 5, and conclude with a

summary and discussion in section 6.

2. Experimental configuration

The MPAS-Atmosphere, version 5.1, is used in this

study.1 The modeling system is described in Skamarock

et al. (2012), and it employs unstructured spherical

centroidal Voronoi horizontal meshes for the horizontal

tiling of the sphere within its finite-volume formulation.

Simulation results are presented for simulations using

120-, 60-, 30-, and 15-km cell-spacing uniform meshes,

and a variable-resolution mesh with cell spacing that

1MPAS-Atmosphere is an open sourcemodel available at http://

mpas-dev.github.io.
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varies from 15 to 3km in a high-resolution region. The

MPAS-A configurations represent NWP configurations

with complete physics suites; we use the mesoscale-

reference physics suite within the MPAS Version 5.1

release for simulations on the uniform meshes, and

we replace the Tiedtke convective parameterization in

that suite with the Grell–Freitas scale-aware convection

scheme for the 15–3-km mesh simulations. All simula-

tions are initialized at 0000 UTC 20 December 2016

from the GFS Final analysis, and 7-day simulations are

produced in all the experiments.

The MPAS-A model top is set at 40 km for all the

simulations, and a gravity wave absorbing layer Klemp

et al. (2008) is used in the top 10 km of the simulated

atmosphere. Four vertical level distributions are exam-

ined in these experiments, and the level distribu-

tions are shown in Fig. 1. The coarsest distribution

represents a typical distribution in MPAS and other

mesoscale models, for example in WRF (Skamarock

and Klemp 2008). This distribution has a maximum

vertical level spacing of 800m over the upper half of the

atmosphere. The other distributions limit the maxi-

mum level spacing to 400, 200, and 100m, and the

mesh spacing in the transition between the vertically

stretched mesh and the constant-level-spacing region is

smoothed. In the remainder of this paper we denote

each simulation by its horizontal and coarsest verti-

cal mesh spacing, for example, the simulation using

100-m vertical mesh from Fig. 1 and the 15–3-km

variable-resolution horizontal mesh is referred to as

the (15–3 km, 100m) simulation.

3. Results from the 15-km simulations

a. Kinetic energy spectra

Figure 2 shows the compensated kinetic energy

spectra (KE multiplied by the horizontal wavenumber

k5/3) as a function of k and wavelength at z 5 10

(midlatitude upper troposphere), 16 (tropics upper

troposphere) and 24km (lower-middle stratosphere).

These spectra are computed hourly, time averaged over

simulation days 6 and 7, and displayed for the 15-km

horizontal mesh simulations covering the 4 vertical grid

distributions. Themesoscale transitions found in spectra

computed from observations (Nastrom and Gage 1985;

Lindborg 1999), from a more-steeply sloped k23 power-

law behavior to a k25/3 behavior, begin at smaller

wavenumbers at higher heights, with only a partial

transition evident at z5 10 and z5 16 km. This behavior

is consistent with the full-physics atmospheric simula-

tion results in Skamarock et al. (2014, see their Fig. 9),

where a less-than full transition is evident in the tropo-

spheric spectrum for the 15-km horizontal mesh results.

FIG. 1. Vertical grid spacing for the MPAS experiments. The

800-, 400-, 200-, and 100-m designations refer to the vertical grid

spacing in the experiments

FIG. 2. Compensated horizontal KE (KE3 k5/3) spectra from the

15-km mesh simulations at z 5 10, 16, and 24 km above sea level.

For clarity, the z 5 10-km and z 5 24-km spectra are shifted two

decades down and up, respectively. The k23 and k25/3 slopes are

given at the top of the plot, and the 2Dx are 8Dx are plotted as gray

vertical lines.
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The spectra results are also consistent with results from

studies using other models, for example, the study of

Hamilton et al. (2008, see their Fig. 8), where the

transitions to a shallower sloped mesoscale spectrum

occur at horizontal wavelengths of less than 1000 km in

the troposphere and at progressively longer horizontal

wavelengths with increasing height. Other aspects of

the spectra are also comparable to results from earlier

studies. The transitions in slope occur when the di-

vergent component of the spectrum becomes similar in

magnitude to the rotational component (not shown), as

in (Skamarock 2004, see his Fig. 2) and Hamilton et al.

(2008, see their Fig. 11). In the MPAS spectra, there is

more downturn in the tails of the spectra compared with

that from some model results in the literature (e.g.,

Brune and Becker 2013; Hamilton et al. 2008). This

behavior is a model-configuration choice where poorly

resolved waves are filtered so as to prevent any un-

physical buildup of energy at the grid scale and con-

tamination of the well-resolved portion of the spectrum.

Interestingly, the spectra in Fig. 2 also reveals that the

effects of model filters (downturn in the tails of the

spectrum) are more pronounced at longer wavelengths

at higher heights. This behavior may represent the cu-

mulative effect of filtering upward-propagating waves,

or it may indicate that the filtering is more aggressive

than needed in the stratosphere.

The spectrum in Fig. 2 appears to be converged with

Dz # 200m as indicated by the fact that the (15 km,

100m) and (15km, 200m) solutions are nearly identical

at the three heights, while the (15km, 400m) and

(15km, 800m) solutions show increasingly lower kinetic

energy levels in the mesoscale region. The convergence

ismonotonic (i.e., themesoscaleKE increases as vertical

resolution is increased and convergence is approached).

This behavior is consistent with the results reported in

Waite (2016) in his stratified turbulence simulations

using a vertical hyperviscosity-based mixing, but not

with his results using other vertical mixing schemes.

Brune and Becker (2013) find decreasing KE with

increased vertical resolution in their experiments

simulating the global atmosphere. This differing be-

havior of the KE spectrum may be caused by the role

of model filters, which we discuss further in section 4.

b. Forecast features

Figure 3 depicts the 500-hPa height and tempera-

ture fields from the (15 km, 800m) simulation at sim-

ulation day 5. The white lines in the plot indicate the

location of vertical cross sections; across the Andes in

South America during a strong mountain-wave event,

through a ridge in a Southern Hemisphere baroclinic

wave, and through the Maritime Continent and Indian

Ocean in the tropics in a region with significant con-

vection and a strong easterly jet at upper levels.

Vertical cross sections of the horizontal divergence

and potential temperature for the (15 km, 100m) and

(15 km, 800m) simulations are plotted for the Andes

cross section in Fig. 4 for day 6 in the simulations.

Strong flow across the mountains is associated with a

baroclinic wave, and the divergence fields show the

deep waves over the mountains, strong wave breaking

in the vicinity of the tropopause, and significant waves

in the lower stratosphere. The sloping isentropes in the

western part of domain are associated with the baroclinic

wave. Vertically propagating inertia–gravity waves, in-

dicated by shallowly sloping striations in the horizontal

divergence that cross isentropes, are apparent above the

baroclinic wave and also emanating from the breaking

region of the mountain waves. The (15km, 800m) so-

lution captures some of the features, but many of the

waves are distorted, particularly the stratospheric waves

FIG. 3. 500-hPa heights and temperature from the 15-km Dz 5 800-m simulation at day 5.

The three cross sections are indicated by the thick white lines in SouthAmerica, theMaritime

Continent, and the south Indian Ocean.
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to the west of the mountains and waves above the tro-

popause east of the mountains. Spurious waves tilting

to the east with increasing height are apparent in the

(15 km, 800m) solution above and to the east of the

mountains in the stratosphere. The (15km, 400m) so-

lution (not shown) still has the spurious waves but at

reduced amplitude, and they are absent from the (15km,

200m) solution (also not shown). The convergence of

the flow fields for the mountain waves appears consis-

tent with the convergence of the spectra.

A latitudinal cross section through a baroclinic wave

ridge over the Southern Ocean for the (15km, 100m)

simulation at day 5 is given in Fig. 5. The horizontal wind

speed and the potential temperature reveal a strong

midlatitude jet with strong vertical wind shear in the

upper regions of the jet in addition to a surface front.

Cross sections from the (15 km, 100m) and (15 km,

800m) simulations, depicting the horizontal divergence

and potential temperature fields, are shown in Fig. 6. In

both solutions, there is strong horizontal divergence in

the troposphere, where there is frontogenesis and latent

heating, and also in the lower stratosphere. The stria-

tions in divergence in the stratosphere again arise from

mesoscale inertia–gravity waves emitted by the synoptic-

scale baroclinic wave and embedded in the upper portion

of the jet [cf. with e.g., Fig. 3 of Plougonven and Snyder

(2007)]. Differences between the two solutions are most

apparent in the disappearance of the inertia–gravity

waves in the (15km, 800m) simulation where the deep

stratospheric waves are also much too strong. The weak

stratospheric inertia–gravity waves tilting upward to the

north are present in the (15km, 100m) solution. As in

the case of the mountain waves, the (15km, 400m) and

(15km, 200m) solutions (not presented) show conver-

gence similar to the convergence in the spectra.

Figure 7 shows a longitudinal cross section at 28S of

horizontal divergence and potential temperature fields

from the (15 km, 100m) and (15 km, 800m) simulations

Indian Ocean–western Pacific region. There is a strong

easterly jet with a horizontal extent greater than the

FIG. 4. Horizontal divergence and potential temperature in a longitudinal cross section in the Andes at 318S latitude at forecast day 6 for

the (left) 100-m and (right) 800-m simulations.

FIG. 5. Horizontal wind speed and potential temperature in a

latitudinal cross section over the SouthernOcean at 658E longitude

at forecast day 5 for the 100-m simulation. The box indicates the

region shown in Fig. 10
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plotted domain, and a depth of a few kilometers, with

maximum wind speeds at the tropopause. The jet is as-

sociated with two large counterrotating gyres. There is

significant convective activity associated with the jet,

and very strong stratification at the tropopause in both

simulations. Above the tropopause, the (15 km, 800m)

solution depicts a coherent wave field with the waves

tilted to the west with height. These waves are absent in

the (15 km, 100m) solution, where large-scale shallowly

sloped waves are again much stronger in the 100-m

FIG. 6. Horizontal divergence and potential temperature in a latitudinal cross section over the Southern Ocean at 658E longitude at

forecast day 5 for the (left) 100-m and (right) 800-m simulations.

FIG. 7. Horizontal divergence and potential temperature in a longitudinal cross section in the Indian Ocean–western Pacific region at 28S

latitude at forecast day 5 for the (left) 100-m and (right) 800-m simulations.
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solution. The wave fields indicated by the horizontal

divergence in the stratosphere in these simulations are

completely different. The (15 km, 400m) and (15km,

200m) solutions show convergence similar to that with

the mountain wave and baroclinic wave flow features we

examined.

In the flow features shown in these three cross

sections, all show increased noise and the appearance

of spurious structures along with decreasing meso-

scale kinetic energy with decreasing vertical resolution.

However, it is often observed that noise in the solutions

is accompanied by increases in kinetic energy in the

higher wavenumbers of the spectrum (Skamarock 2004).

In the MPAS results shown in Fig. 2, it appears that the

noise and spurious structures do not contain significant

energy, rather theMPAS spectra show decreased energy

at the higher wavenumbers for the coarser vertical mesh

results. The spurious stratospheric waves in Figs. 4, 6,

and 7 have wavelengths #200 km, where the model fil-

ters are actively damping them as indicated by the

significant drop-off in the spectra shown in Fig. 2.

Furthermore, the MPAS spectra decomposed in rota-

tional and divergent components (not shown) behave

as the full spectra with kinetic energy in the mesoscale

region of the spectrum increasing with decreasing

vertical mesh spacing. This is the case even for the di-

vergent component of the spectra where we would look

for energy from these modes. It appears that the re-

solved mesoscale structures and those at the resolution

margin experience further scale collapse, both hori-

zontally and vertically, with increasing vertical reso-

lution, thus leading to increased mesoscale energy.

4. Vertical resolution and model filters

There are five processes in MPAS-A that directly result

in kinetic energy dissipation: the second-order horizontal

Smagorinsky filter, the background fourth-order horizontal

filter, the gravity wave drag scheme, the boundary layer

scheme, and dissipation in the vertical advection scheme

applied to momentum. The KE dissipation associated with

each of the processes is described in the appendix. Figure 8

shows the horizontally averaged kinetic energy dissipation

in the (15km, 100m) meter simulation averaged over days

6 and 7. The dissipation is dominated by that occurring in

the first few kilometers of the atmosphere (i.e., in the

planetary boundary layer). Dissipation from the PBL

scheme dominates the total dissipation in the troposphere

and lower stratosphere, decaying slowly through the tro-

posphere and more rapidly above the tropopause. The

dissipation rates for the coarser verticalmeshes (not shown)

have similar distributions for the total dissipation but with

less dissipation arising from thePBL scheme and increasing

dissipation from the vertical advection and gravity wave

drag schemes. The dissipation rates also indicate that the

(15km, 200m) solution is close to convergence. Through-

out the troposphere and lower stratosphere, the PBL

scheme always has the largest contribution to the dissi-

pation in our simulations, consistent with the results found

in other studies using different models and PBL schemes

(e.g., Brune and Becker 2013; Malardel and Wedi 2016).

The YSU PBL scheme (Hong et al. 2006) used in MPAS

employs a Richardson number–based formulation for com-

puting the vertical eddy viscosity in the free atmosphere, and

the eddy viscosity applied to momentum is given by

K
m
5

l
2
P

r

(11 5R
i
)2

�

�

�

�

›U

›z

�

�

�

�

, (6)

whereRi is theRichardson number,Pr5min(11 2.1Ri, 4)

is the Prandtl number, and l is the length scale. In Hong

et al. the reference length scale is l 5 150m, but in the

currentMPAS formulation the length scale is l5max(Dz/

10, 30m). The current formulation for the length scale

was introduced by Hong (personal communication)

based on WRF model forecast results. In the simula-

tions presented here the length scales in the constant

resolution regions of the vertical grids are l 5 (80, 40,

30, 30) m for Dz5 (800, 400, 200, 100) m, respectively.

The KE spectra in Fig. 2 shows increasing mesoscale

KE with decreasing vertical mesh spacing in contrast to

the idealized simulation results inWaite (2016, Fig. 11) and

FIG. 8. Kinetic energy dissipation rate as a function of height in

the Dz 5 100-m simulation. The dissipation rate is averaged hori-

zontally over days 6 and 7.
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Brune and Becker (2013, Fig. 1). One of the differences

between our results and those of Waite (2016) is that the

mixing length is fixed in the Waite formulation at 30m,

whereas within the YSU scheme the mixing length in-

creases with increasing vertical grid spacing. We have

found significant sensitivity of the mesoscale KE to the

length scale formulation in (6). Tests indicate that in-

creasing (decreasing) the mixing length l in (6) will de-

crease (increase) the mesoscale KE, suggesting that the

different mixing length formulations in the YSU scheme

and in the Waite Ri-based scheme are responsible for the

different mesoscale spectra convergence behaviors. We

also find that decreasing the mixing length also increases

visible noise and the amplitude of spurious structures, so

tuning the PBL scheme formulation based solely on the

mesoscale KE spectrum may lead to degraded results for

vertically underresolved configurations.

Vertical mixing in the PBL scheme occurs with low

Richardson numbers, and Waite used this as a measure of

convergence [seeWaite (2016), Fig. 12]. Figure 9 shows the

probability density functions (PDF) for the Richardson

number in the 15-km simulations. Consistent with Waite,

we find convergence of the PDF as vertical mesh spacing is

reduced. In both cases it is characterized by the convergence

of an increasing peak PDF amplitude with decreasing ver-

tical mesh spacing, consistent with the mesoscale spectra

convergence.

Figure 5 shows a cross section of the horizontal

wind speed and potential temperature fields from the

(15km, 100m) simulation through a ridge in a baroclinic

wave in the southern Indian Ocean at forecast day 5,

with a box highlighting the region of strong vertical wind

shear at the upper edge of the jet. Figure 10 shows ver-

tical cross sections of the vertical eddy viscosity and

potential temperature fields from the (15 km, 100m) and

(15 km, 800m) simulations through a ridge in the box

from Fig. 5. In the converged (15km, 100m) solution the

eddy viscosities are significantly smaller than those from

the (15 km, 800m) solution. The upper edge of the jet

for the (15 km, 800m) simulation shows distinct stair-

steps along its edge in both the eddy viscosity and the

potential temperature. This stair-step structure is very

similar to those shown in past studies such as Pecnick

and Keyser (1989), Persson and Warner (1991), etc.

5. Convergence for other horizontal mesh spacings

a. Coarsening the horizontal mesh

We have performed the same set of vertical resolution

experiments using horizontal meshes with 120-, 60-, and

30-km cell spacing. The KE spectra for these experiments

(not shown) have convergence characteristics similar to

the 15-kmmesh results although slightly less pronounced

(i.e., Dz # 200m is needed before the spectra are con-

verged). The lack of KE spectra convergence appears

FIG. 9. Probability density function for the Richardson number at

forecast day 5 for the 15-km simulations.

FIG. 10. Vertical eddy viscosity (m2 s21, color) and potential

temperature (contour interval 5 2K) in a latitudinal cross section

over the SouthernOcean at 658E longitude at forecast day 5 for the

(top) Dz 5 100-m and (bottom) Dz 5 800-m simulations.
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most prominently in the divergent component of the KE

spectra. In contrast, at coarser horizontal resolutions,

the spurious flow features apparent in the (15km, 800m)

solution become less apparent and are almost absent in

the (120 km, 800m) solution as shown in Fig. 11 that

depicts the vertical cross sections for the Dz 5 800-m

solutions through the Southern Hemisphere ridge.

These coarser-horizontal-mesh solutions can be com-

pared with the cross sections for the (15 km, 800m) re-

sults in Fig. 6; the attenuation of the spurious structures

with coarser horizontal resolution is apparent. These

results indicate that KE dissipation from the PBL

scheme strongly influences the convergence of the

KE spectra in these simulations but has less influence

on the convergence of the flow structures. Importantly,

the KE spectra convergence as a function of vertical

resolution is not significantly influenced by the hori-

zontal resolution.

b. Convection-permitting horizontal mesh results

We have performed experiments using a 15–3-km

variable-cell spacing mesh depicted in Fig. 12, where the

3-km high-resolution region is placed over the Andes in

South America. Cross sections for the (15–3km, 800m)

and (15–3 km, 100m) solutions at forecast day 6 are

presented in Fig. 13, and these can be compared with the

cross sections from the 15-km horizontal mesh simula-

tions given in Fig. 4. (Note that the color scale for hor-

izontal divergence differs by an order of magnitude

between the two plots.) The (15–3km, 800m) meter

solution shows spurious waves above the Andes similar

to those in the (15km, 800m) solution, and these waves

are absent from the (15–3km, 100m) and (15km, 100m)

solutions. Some of the gravity waves appearing above

the mountains to the east in the (15–3 km, 100m) meter

solution are not resolved in the other solutions because

the horizontal wavelengths of these waves is of order

6–10 Dx in the region just above the tropopause (be-

tween 66 and 68W and 20–25km in height) in this 3-km

mesh-spacing region of the (15–3km, 100m) simula-

tion. The (15–3km, 100m) solution also exhibits shallowly

sloped layers of alternating high or low stability in strato-

sphere that appear to be inertia–gravity waves. These

waves are much weaker at lower vertical resolution.

Figure 14 show vertical cross sections through the

Southern Hemisphere ridge examined earlier in the

15-km simulation results, but with the simulations here

using the 15–3-km mesh with the high-resolution region

placed over the ridge. These results can be compared

FIG. 11. Vertical cross sections of horizontal divergence at 658E

longitude at forecast day 5 from simulations with Dz 5 800m and

120-, 60-, and 30-km horizontal cell spacing meshes.

FIG. 12. MPAS 15–3-km mesh and terrain with refinement over

the Andes. Cell spacing is contoured in white with an interval of

2 km starting at 4 km.
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with those presented in Fig. 6 for the 15-km simulations.

The horizontal divergence field for the (15–3 km, 800m)

result shows poorly resolved unphysical structures in the

divergence within the jet, and these spurious structures

are much more pronounced compared to those in the

(15 km, 800m) simulation. This is the region of the jet

where the stability is low, and it appears that the atmo-

sphere is attempting to overturn on resolved scales. Also

apparent is increased amplitude in the spurious strato-

spheric waves above the jet (waves tilting the south with

FIG. 13. Vertical cross sections through the Southern Andes for the (left) Dz5 100-m and (right) Dz5 800-m 15–3-km simulations where

the high-resolution region is centered on the Andes.

FIG. 14. Vertical cross sections through the ridge in the Southern Hemisphere baroclinic wave for the (left) Dz5 100-m and (right) Dz5

800-m 15–3-km simulations where the high-resolution region is centered on the ridge.
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height). The (15–3km, 100m) meter solution appears

fairly well resolved, especially in the upper region at the

southern edge of the jet.

The Richardson number PDFs for the 15–3-km simu-

lations, given in Fig. 15, are computed from simula-

tions with the high-resolution region centered over the

Andes (see Fig. 12), the SouthernHemisphere ridge, and a

region of active convection in the Maritime continents

region. The PDFs are computed using results from the

regions where Dx # 4 km. Compared with the PDFs

from the 15-km results (Fig. 9), the high-resolution re-

sults are not quite as well converged at Dz 5 200m.

While the peak values for the Dz5 100- and Dz5 200-m

simulations are similar in the 15-km and 15–3-km results,

the differences between the PDFs in the Dz 5 100- and

200-m solutions for ;0.5 # Ri # 2 is significantly more

pronounced in the 15–3-km results. This region is where

the Richardson number weighting in (6) for the vertical

eddy viscosity is falling off rapidly. The Richardson

numbers for the peak values are also slightly shifted,

from approximately 0.4 in the 15-km PDF to approxi-

mately 0.2 in the 3-km PDF. The Richardson number

peak of approximately 0.2 implies vertical shearing in-

stability, but the eddies and breaking waves do not ex-

plicitly appear because the filters remove them.

6. Summary and discussion

Using MPAS-A with full-physics NWP configura-

tions, we have examined solution convergence in the

free atmosphere as a function of vertical resolution.

Specifically, we have produced forecasts where the

vertical mesh spacing is limited to 800, 400, 200,

and 100m on horizontal meshes with cell spacings of

120, 60, 30, 15, and 15–3 km. Three measures of con-

vergence are examined: kinetic energy spectra, flow

features, and Richardson number PDFs. For the 15-km

horizontal mesh (nominally the current operational

global NWP resolution), convergence in all three mea-

sures occurs at approximately Dz # 200m. Non-

convergence at coarser vertical mesh spacings is

accompanied by noise and spurious flow features, re-

duced levels of KE in the mesoscale region of the

spectra, and reduced Richardson number frequencies in

the low Ri region of the Ri PDFs.

Compared to the 15-km solutions, coarser horizon-

tal mesh solutions show similar convergence for the

KE spectra, but show less noise and fewer spurious flow

features at coarser vertical resolutions compared to the

higher horizontal resolution mesh results. Convection-

permitting mesh results, produced using a variable-

resolution 15–3-km mesh with the high-resolution

region centered on convergence-critical flow features

identified in the 15-km solutions, exhibit signs of con-

vergence at Dz 5 100m. The Ri number PDFs for the

15–3-km simulations show convergence similar to the

15-km solutions with slightly more variation between

theDz5 200- and 100-m solution PDFs. Thesemeasures

are less definitive than those examined in simulations

using other horizontal mesh spacings because we do not

have spectra for the variable-resolution simulations.

Vertical scale collapse can be limited by vertical filters

and by horizontal filters in the case of sloping features

where the horizontal and vertical wavenumbers are pro-

portional to each other. These filters also dissipate kinetic

energy. In the free atmosphere, the Richardson number–

based vertical mixing in the YSU PBL scheme is the

dominant kinetic energy sink in the simulations. Even

though the vertical eddy viscosities diagnosed in the PBL

scheme are larger for the coarser vertical meshes (in part

due to the larger length scales used in the eddy viscosity

calculation), the larger eddy viscosities are not sufficient

to produce smooth well-resolved solutions.

Overall, the results from this study largely confirm and

further illuminate those of past studies. We observe

noise generated at sloping fronts when the vertical mesh

spacing is too coarse, similar to that found in other

studies (e.g., Pecnick and Keyser 1989). Flow features

and KE spectra converge consistently in the 15-km

horizontal mesh results, and this convergence is reached

when themesh aspect ratioDz/Dx; 1/100 [i.e., similar to

the frontal slope arguments from Pecnick and Keyser in

(2)]. On coarser horizontal meshes the noise is reduced

FIG. 15. Probability density function of the Richardson number

for the 15–3-km simulations at day 5, sampled from the regions

where Dx # 4 km.
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or absent for the coarser vertical resolutions, again

consistent with the frontal-slope argument in (2).

Pecnick and Keyser (1989) and other studies in this

vein (e.g., Persson and Warner 1991; Snyder et al. 1993;

Lean and Clark 2003; Iga et al. 2007) focused on the ac-

curate discrete representation of resolvable flow features,

but our results show that the convergence of flow features

does not guarantee convergence in other metrics, spe-

cifically in the KE spectrum and in the Ri PDF. Our re-

sults are largely consistent withWaite (2016) who looked

at convergence of the KE spectrum and theRi PDF. Both

studies suggest that a vertical mesh spacing Dz# 200m is

needed to reach approximate convergence for both

measures, and these results are consistent with the re-

sult reported by Cullen (2017) who looked at Froude

number convergence in real-data forecasts using the

Unified Model. The study by Waite used an idealized

baroclinic jet that had a mesoscale spectrum much shal-

lower than the observed k25/3 slope, and the study by

Cullen used a horizontalmeshwithDx’ 40kmwhere the

mesoscale portion of the spectrum is not resolved. Thus

the results presented here extend some of the results from

these previous studies. BothWaite and Cullen argue that

their results provide evidence for stratified turbulence

playing an important role in dynamics of the atmosphere,

and Waite argues that stratified turbulence may be an

explanation for the character of the mesoscale spectrum.

The results of this study may further support a stratified

turbulence interpretation of the mesoscale dynamics, but

addressing that question is beyond the scope of this paper.

Our results also show that part of the solution sensitivity

to vertical resolution comes frommesoscale inertia–gravity

waves that are well resolved horizontally but poorly re-

solved vertically except at the highest vertical resolutions. In

each of the example cross sections presented here, much

stronger inertia–gravity waves (revealed as shallowly slop-

ing striations in horizontal divergence and static stability)

are present in the stratosphere at Dz5 100m than at Dz5

800m. The importance of inertia–gravity waves to the me-

soscale kinetic energy spectrum in the stratosphere is con-

sistent with the idealized simulations of Waite and Snyder

(2009) and the analysis of Burgess et al. (2013) of high-

resolution global forecasts. It is also supported by obser-

vational estimates of the intrinsic-frequency spectrum for

horizontal velocity (Hertzog et al. 2002), which show a

near-inertial peak in the high-latitude stratosphere.

Spurious flow features and noise can contaminate solu-

tions in research and operational applications, and the re-

sults presented herein suggest that vertical mesh spacings

with Dz # 200m should be used to achieve convergence

with mesoscale and higher horizontal resolution global and

regional atmospheric model applications. Most model ap-

plications use much coarser vertical meshes in the free

atmosphere, for example the MPAS model used in this

study has a default vertical mesh spacing approaching

800m at the tropopause, the NCEP GFS configuration is

similarly coarse and the Met Office Unified Model config-

uration has a vertical mesh spacing over 500m at the

midlatitude tropopause. In contrast, the ECMWF IFS

configuration has a vertical mesh spacing of approximately

300m throughout the troposphere. This vertical mesh

spacing may well be producing near-converged solutions

for the horizontal truncation in the IFS (currently T1279),

although solution convergence studies did not drive this

aspect of the IFS configuration (Richard Forbes, ECMWF,

personal communication). The IFS experience suggests

that consistent horizontal-vertical resolution benefits anal-

ysis and forecast accuracy. Both theUnifiedModel and the

GFS will soon upgrade to higher vertical resolution, so it

appears that the operational models are evolving to more

consistent horizontal-vertical resolution. Practically speak-

ing, the cost of increasing vertical resolution is generally less

than the cost of increasing horizontal resolution, so higher

vertical-resolution bears examination along with increasing

horizontal resolution and/or including more costly model

physics in an application’s configuration.

For coarser-mesh configurations, for example those

used in ensembles, subseasonal to seasonal forecast,

or in climate studies, it appears that spurious flow

features and noise are adequately filtered at coarser

vertical resolutions. The KE spectra did not show

convergence until Dz # 200m in our results, but it is

possible that the PBL scheme could be tuned to result

in more-closely converged KE spectra at the coarser

vertical resolutions. Determining optimal configura-

tions for applications is not the focus of this paper, and

optimal configurations are likely to be somewhat de-

pendent on model numerics and filters, and model

physics, particularly the PBL scheme.
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APPENDIX

Kinetic Energy Dissipation in MPAS

There are five processes that serve to remove kinetic

energy in the simulated flow in MPAS. Three of these

processes are part of the MPAS fluid-flow solver: the hor-

izontal Smagorinsky mixing, the horizontal fourth-order
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filter, and dissipation in the vertical advection scheme

(MPAS uses the vector-invariant form of the horizontal

momentum equations, and there is no dissipation associ-

ated with the horizontal discretization of these terms out-

side of the explicit filters). Additional dissipation occurs in

the model physics, specifically the boundary layer scheme

(that mixes throughout atmosphere) and the gravity wave

drag scheme. The equation for the kinetic energy is derived

by taking the dot product of the horizontal momentum

equation with the horizontal velocity. We examine each

KE-dissipative process in MPAS and determine the KE

dissipation and KE transport associated with them.

a. Horizontal Smagorinsky mixing

MPAS uses a vector-invariant form of the horizontal

momentum equations, and the corresponding second-

order dissipation is written using the vertical vorticity

and horizontal divergence, here in vector form:

›V

›t
5 � � � 1K

2
(=D2=3 z) , (A1)

where D is the horizontal divergence and z is the rel-

ative vertical vorticity. The formulation (A1) is not cast

in conservative form as analyzed in Klemp (2017) and

written as

›V

›t
5 � � � 1=(K

2
D)2=3 (K

2
z) , (A2)

so the formulation (A1) should be viewed as a non-

conservative numerical filter. The conservative for-

mulation (A2) will be in the next MPAS release.

To form the KE equation with the MPAS Smagor-

insky filter (A1), we take the dot product of V with (A1)

and, with some algebraic manipulations, the result can

expressed as

›

›t

�

V2

2

�

5 � � � 1K
2
= � (VD1V3 z)2K

2
(D2

1 z2) ,

(A3)

where the first term on the rhs of (A3) is the turbulent

transport and 2K2(D
2
1 z

2) is the energy dissipation.

Casting the energy dissipation terms in (A3) in Carte-

sian coordinates

D2
1 z2 5

�

›u

›x

�2

1

�

›u

›y

�2

1

�

›y

›x

�2

1

�

›y

›y

�2

1 2

�

›u

›x

›y

›y
2

›y

›x

›u

›y

�

. (A4)

Note that the rightmost term in (A4), 2(uxyy 2 yxuy),

does not appear in second-order mixing formulations

where the Laplacian is cast directly in terms of the ve-

locities (e.g., Gill 1982, section 4.6). The additional term,

however, will integrate to zero over the globe, hence the

two forms produce the same net global dissipation. The

differences reveal the nonuniqueness inherent in de-

composing the KE dissipation operator into turbulent

fluxes and local KE dissipation.

b. Fourth-order horizontal filter

The fourth-order background filter in MPAS is

computed by applying the second-order operator

twice [i.e., =
2(=2V)], as opposed to the applying a

fourth-order filter in each coordinate directly =
4V as

often done in atmospheric models. Using the MPAS

vector-invariant form of the dissipation operator, we

can cast the horizontal velocity equation with the

fourth-order filter term as

›V

›t
5 � � �2fK

D4
=(= � =D)1K

z4
=3 [=3 (=3 z)]g ,

(A5)

whereKD4 andKz4 are the hyperviscosities with units

m4 s21. In the MPAS formulation, the two hypervis-

cosities allow for different levels of filtering associ-

ated with the horizontally divergent modes and the

vertical vorticity modes in the horizontal velocity

fields.

Forming the KE equation by taking the dot product of

(A5) with the velocity, we can write the KE dissipation

terms as

›

›t

�

V2

2

�

5 � � �2K
D4
= � (D=D2V=

2D)

1K
z4
= � [V3=3 (=3 z)1 z3=3 z]

2K
D4
(=D)22K

z4
(=3 z)2 , (A6)

where the first two terms on the rhs of (A6) represents

turbulent transport that redistributes the KE and the

final two terms are the KE dissipation.

c. Gravity wave drag

The gravity wave drag scheme can be represented

as a source term to the horizontal velocity, and the

KE equation is

›

›t

�

V2

2

�

5 � � � 1V � DV
gwd

,

where DVgwd is the gravity wave drag forcing, and the

KE dissipation is the rhs term V � DVgwd.
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d. Planetary boundary layer scheme

The YSU planetary boundary layer scheme in MPAS

(Hong et al. 2006, MWR) applies second-order local

vertical mixing to the horizontal momentum throughout

the depth of the atmosphere. Within the PBL nonlocal

mixing is also applied. Our interest at present is the

dissipation in the free atmosphere, hence we consider

only the local vertical mixing. The vertical dissipation

term has the following form:

›V

›t
5 � � � 1 ›

›z

�

K
m

›V

›z

�

.

The horizontal kinetic energy equation terms associated

with the PBL mixing from the local scheme are

›

›t

�

V2

2

�

5 � � � 1 ›

›z

�

K
m

›

›z

�

V2

2

��

2K
m

�

›V

›z

�2

,

whereKm is the eddy viscosity from the PBL scheme and

has units m2 s21. As before, the first term on theRHS is a

vertical transport of horizontal kinetic energy and the

second term is the dissipation of kinetic energy.

The vertical eddy viscosity is a function of the

Richardson number (for a dry atmosphere, see Hong

et al. (2006) for the moist atmosphere equivalent):

R
i
5

g

u

›u

›z

,

�

›V

›z

�2

.

In a stable atmosphere, and here for simplicity ignoring

the effects of moisture, the eddy viscosity is calculated as

K
m
5

P
r
3 l2

(11 5R
i
)2

3

�

�

�

�

›V

›z

�

�

�

�

,

where the Prandtl number Pr 5 1 1 2.1Ri, and it is

bounded 1, Pr , 4. The mixing length l5 Dz/10 with a

fixed lower bound of 30m (in the current WRF Version

4 and MPAS Version 5.1 releases).

e. Vertical advection

MPAS uses a third-order upwinded transport scheme

for vertical advection of the horizontal velocity. The

third-order scheme is equivalent to a fourth-order cen-

tered scheme plus a fourth-order filter with a hypervis-

cosity proportional to the vertical mesh spacing and the

vertical velocity. Specifically, the filter term in the hor-

izontal momentum equation can be written as

›V

›t
5 � � �2 ›

›z

�

K
4

›3V

›z3

�

,

where the hyperviscosity K4 5 wDz3/12. The KE equa-

tion associated with the vertical advection is

›

›t

�

V2

2

�

5 � � �2[K
4
(VV

zzz
2V

z
V

zz
)]

z
2K

4
V2

zz ,

where the first term on the rhs of (11) is a turbulent

transport and the second term is the KE dissipation.
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